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Synagogue of Satan
Fred R. Coulter
What is the synagogue of Satan?
Who composes the synagogue of Satan?

there? God came down and confounded the
languages, because now man was at a point that
anything that he imagined to do he could do. You
think about what we are doing today, especially with
the Gnome thing. They’re really getting to where
they can tinker with the real ‘nuts and bolts’ of life.
I’ve often wondered: Are they preparing a special
man?

Satan has to use people! See sermons #s 33-34 this
series: Satan’s Counterfeit Millennium; it’s the one
he’s building up to. I alluded to the synagogue of
Satan and then I have this book A Conspirator’s
Hierarchy: Committee of 300. Excellent book,
although he’s got it scattered here and there and he
runs a lot of things together—but that’s okay. We
know this: At the end-time, the Bible says that Satan
the devil is ‘deceiving the whole world.’
• How is he deceiving the whole world?
• What are the means that he is using?
• Who are the people that he is using?
• How can they be identified?

Speculation: Could they splice animal genes
into a human being to make him whatever they want
to make him? Don’t know! But he is called the
beast! So, there may be more to it than we figured.
We know that what is coming is going to
happen to the whole world. What is the word that
you hear on television more than anything else to
describe business and government applications? You
hear the word ‘global’! When you read the book of
Revelation—if you go through and read certain key
verses—you’ll find that the book of Revelation was
written because it’s going affect the whole world!

How many have read the book Hope and
Tragedy by Dr. Carroll Quigley? Do you know who
Prof. Quigley was? Bill Clinton’s mentor! In the
book the whole theme of Hope and Tragedy was it’s
a tragedy that all these men are conspiring against
you, to take away your rights, but don’t worry about
it, the hope is they’re going to make the world a
better place. That was the sum of it. That was written
in the 1960s. Not a ripple! How many exposés have
there been with the Council of Foreign Relations
(CFR), the Bilderbergers, the Trilateralists, the
Illuminati and all of that? Not a ripple!

Everybody! We’re not talking about there’s
going to be a little isolated place in ‘Hunza-land’
where you can eat the inside part of the apricot seed
and live to be 200-years-old and stand there and
welcome Christ and shake His hand. They eat it so
they would get natural laetrile and it has an affect on
cancer; and people live to be well over a hundred.
It’s going to affect the whole world! There was a
special report about a man who has a chip put in his
forearm that coordinates with his computer so all he
has to do is think and the door will open for him. He
even has a little recording, ‘Good evening, professor,
how are you?’ Then the door will close. They are
projecting that they will have chips that they can use
to read other people’s thoughts to also control them.

Concerning the author of this book,
Committee of 300 by Dr. John Coleman, I think
they’re deliberately giving him all the information to
let him publish, and ‘let’s see how much resistance
we have against it.’ If you get this book and read it
you will never again view television the same. You
will never again view the news the same. You will
never again read the paper with the same
understanding. It will be totally different and totally
changed.

How many have heard of what is called The
Digital Angel? They already have the technology, so
they can marry these things together. When it comes
down to receiving the mark of the beast it is going to
be, as I have said for years: You are giving up your
free choice! When you have a machine that can
manipulate you and dictate to you and make your
thoughts for you, you have given up your free
choice. Also, you can open yourself up to spiritual
bio-technology and the demons and Satan can have
free access and free reign. This may sound strange,
but they’re actually doing some of these things just
like we had on the news.

There was an ad in the magazine The New
American, where IBM was bragging over a picture
of the broken down Tower of Babel, that ‘what they
began we will finish.’ We’ve been to Matt. 24
probably thousands of times since we’ve been in the
Church. Let’s read it and let’s look at it a little bit
differently from the point of view of what IBM is
saying: ‘what they began, we will finish.’
Matthew 24:37: “Now as it was in the days
of Noah, so shall it also be at the coming of the Son
of man.” There were the days of Noah after the
Flood, too. What happened after the Flood? That’s
when the Tower of Babel was built, led by Nimrod!
You know the whole story of that. What happened

The man who invented this chip and put it in
himself also said that if you get depressed you can
just think and it will play happy music and you’ll get
out of your depression. I’ll talk a little bit about
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music a little later on. What we’re going to do in
covering these things, we’re not covering any verse
in the Bible that you don’t already know and know
well. But the thing that we have not understood is
the magnitude of it and the intensity of it. So, when
you read in the book of Revelation ‘the whole
world’—it means the whole world! We’ve read this
how many, many times?

bad education, but the second way is to get them
feeling and thinking emotionally, rather than
factually. If you get in a habit of doing that and you
live your life emotionally, then when facts come, it’s
awfully hard for you to deal with the facts. That’s
what they’ve done with this whole generation.
Remember the sermon I did, Stinkin’ Thinkin’!
Matt. 24 ties right in here very, very well!
But also it shows you that Satan is using human
beings to interface with other human beings. There
are some who worship Satan openly, which a good
number of the Committee of 300 do.

Revelation 12:9: “And the great dragon was
cast out, the ancient serpent who is called the Devil
and Satan, who is deceiving the whole world…” He
has those that work for him; that preach his doctrine;
and if anyone doesn’t go along with him, they’re
expendable, they’re assassinated.

Matthew 24:3: “And as He was sitting on the
Mount of Olives, His disciples came to Him alone,
saying, [1]‘Tell us, when shall these things be? And
[2]
what shall be the sign of Your coming, and [3]of the
completion of the age?’ Then Jesus answered and
said to them, ‘Be on guard, so that no one deceives
you.’” (vs 3-4). If you want to do a good little Bible
study, open your concordance and go through
‘deceive, deceived, deceitful, lies’—all that sort of
thing. Go through and put it together. That ties in
with the mystery of lawlessness that I’ve been doing
that people are deceived when there is a veneer of
truth.

Coleman brings out something very
important in this book on the Committee of 300. He
says the way that conspirators do, they come out in
the open and ‘if they don’t get any resistance’ then
they move on to the next step. Someone asked me
what I thought of the election, and I said, ‘It really
doesn’t matter who’s elected, it’s just a matter of
how fast we go into the New World Order, that’s
all.’
So we need to ask a question here for those
who never heard of this before, because there may
be someone who may think that I’m a raving lunatic,
because after all, when people have been deceived
for so long, when you tell them the Truth you sound
like a raving lunatic. Ask yourself:
•
•
•
•
•

If you do as Dr. Hoeh wrote in his
Compendium I—I never will forget it—which he
himself has done and has caused problems within
the Church—you emphasize certain facts, you
ignore certain facts, you bear down on certain facts,
and you ease up on certain facts to create your own
version of history. He did that with counting
Pentecost. He bore down on the fact that Herbert
Armstrong was God’s apostle. He eased up on the
fact that since he is, he can’t make a mistake. So
therefore, I need to go to Lev. 23 and find out how I
can justify a Monday Pentecost. This was in 1974,
true confession, where he mentioned that’s how he
did it. What he did, he made the Hebrew word
‘Shabbat’ to mean week and week is ‘shavooa.’ So
therefore, the Church could have solved the
Pentecost problem in 1952, but it took 22 years later
to do it because of the very same thing that he wrote
in his Compendium about world history.

How many lies do I really believe?
Do I believe the news? You’ve been lied
to!
Do I believe my government leaders?
You’ve been lied to!
Do I believe what I see on television?
How much television do you watch, which
has been scripted from beginning to end?

and the emotions and everything in it are all
programmed down to the music!
I remember, I was watching a TV program
and I was getting weepy, and I just picked up on it:
They had these high, soft piano notes. Turning the
mute on I ceased being weepy. They can actually
induce—through music, and through what you’re
watching—an illicit a response.

Let no man deceive you! That’s why God
has given his Word. Now today, make sure you have
the right word. There are those who took out some
of the Greek—that is did not bear down on it—
emphasized other things. Now we have the
translations NIV and all that sort of thing.

So, next time you’re watching a movie or
something like that and you’re getting all
emotionally involved, hit the mute and see how your
mood will change. It was brought up that the old
silent movies had no speech, but the music set the
tone. It wasn’t much of a fast escape if the cops and
robbers were there and the piano player was not
playing furious music to go with it.

The one who is behind all the deceiving is
Satan, Revelation 12:9: “And the great dragon was
cast out, the ancient serpent who is called the Devil
and Satan, who is deceiving the whole world; he was
cast down to the earth, and his angels were cast

One way to dumb-down a people is not only
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down with him.” He not only has human helpers, but
he has spiritual helpers—his own angels, which are
called demons. He’s got plenty of help!

the God of Israel, to me, ‘Take the wine cup of this
wrath at My hand…’” (vs 14-15). Where is the
‘wine cup of fury’ (KJV)? Rev. 16, the seven last
plagues! Where is another wine cup that is given to
make all nations drunk? The hand of Babylon the
Great who is ‘riding the beast’!

How many times is Satan involved?
Revelation 2:9—He says to the Church of Smyrna:
“I know your works and tribulation and poverty (but
you are rich), and the blasphemy of those who
declare themselves to be Jews and are not, but are a
synagogue of Satan.” Here it was developing in this
point of history—it is not the. If they would have
italicized the in it, then that would be correct.

“…and cause all the nations to whom I shall
send you to drink it’” (v 15).
Verse 26: “And all the kings of the north, far
and near, one with another, and all the kingdoms of
the world, which are on the face of the earth…”
That is an all encompassing statement. If I could use
the term today, that is globalized! This is
globalization!

Then you come over here to Revelation 3:9:
“Behold, I will make those of the synagogue of
Satan, who proclaim themselves to be Jews and are
not, but do lie….” Here in this case it is the definite
article the synagogue of Satan. So, right away,
we’ve got Satan involved in causing havoc with the
churches. You go back to the Seven Church Harvest
that I did. Satan is involved within the churches, too.

“…and the king of Sheshach… [Sheshach
has never been found in history, so this is
undoubtedly then a prophecy of the coming beast.]
…shall drink after them” (v 26).
Verse 30: “And prophesy against them all
these words, and say to them, ‘The LORD shall roar
from on high…’” That will happen when they’re all
ridiculing, ‘Where is the promise of His coming?
Look at how smart we are! Look at what we’ve
done! We don’t need God!’ Go hide someplace
when that happens, because God is going to take
them up on it.

There’s one category of Christians, v 8—
they are called Philadelphians: “I know your works.
Behold, I have set before you an open door, and no
one has the power to shut it because you have a little
strength, and have kept My Word, and have not
denied My name…. [in the face of the synagogue of
Satan] …—behold, I will cause them to come and
worship before your feet, and to know that I have
loved you. Because you have kept the word of My
patience, I also will keep you from the time of
temptation…” (vs 8-10)—which is not the
Tribulation. This is a period of time before the
Tribulation, which is the making of the image to the
beast and the receiving of the mark of the beast. The
Tribulation comes after that.

“…and utter His voice from His Holy
habitation. He shall mightily roar over His dwelling
place. He shall give a shout, like those who tread out
grapes, against all the people of the earth…. [no
one’s going to escape] …A noise shall come to the
ends of the earth; for the LORD has a controversy
with the nations; He will plead with all flesh….” (vs
30-31). So, we have all kingdoms; we have all flesh;
Satan is deceiving the whole world! This is a bigtime operation.

“…which is about to come upon the whole
world to try those who dwell on the earth” (v 10).
Let’s go to the prophecy of the beginning of
the coming out of the captivity of Babylon, Jeremiah
25:12: “‘And it shall be, when seventy years are
fulfilled I will punish the king of Babylon, and that
nation, and the land of the Chaldeans,’ says the
LORD, ‘for their iniquity, and I will make it an
everlasting desolation. And I will bring on that land
all My words which I have spoken against it, all that
is written in this book which Jeremiah has
prophesied against all the nations’” (vs 12-13).

Brethren, I want you to understand your
calling; God has called you to replace every one of
them! That’s what He’s called you for—to rule with
Christ! God has given us a high calling! A great
calling! You stop and think about all the things that
we’ve gone through. And we could probably sit
down and all of us have hours of the litany of things
that we have gone through or seen or experienced or
suffered ourselves. There is a promise: ‘All things
work together for good for those who love God and
are called according to His purpose.’ That’s why
we’re here. We’re not here for any other reason. Not
only is this Global thing taking place, but we need to
be about:
• learning
• growing
• overcoming
• understanding God’s Word

This now brings it down to the end; all
nations, not just Babylon. This is talking about, in
prophecy, Babylon the Great that is going to
encompass the whole world!
Verse 14: “‘For many nations and great
kings shall make them slaves also. And I will repay
them according to their deeds, and according to the
works of their own hands.’ For thus says the LORD,
3
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•
•

having a relationship with Jesus Christ and
God the Father, directly.
believing God and wholly following God

Catholicism’s gospel. In reality, no
difference. In 1978, McCall’s Magazine
reported
Dr.
Graham’s
updated
understanding of the way of salvation: “I
used to think that pagan’s in far off
countries were lost, were going to hell, if
they did not have the Gospel of Christ
preached to them. I no longer believe that.
I believe there are other ways of
recognizing the existence of God. For
instance: through nature and plenty of
other opportunities, therefore, of saying
‘yes’ to God.”

Not just hold fast to the Truth and you have a Bible
and you hold it fast to your heart. You hold fast to
the Truth and grow in it in your mind!
“…He will give those who are wicked to the
sword,’ says the LORD. Thus says the LORD of
hosts, ‘Behold, evil shall go forth from nation to
nation… [the second seal of Rev. 6] …and a great
whirlwind shall be stirred up from the farthest
corners of the earth. And the slain of the LORD shall
be at that day from one end of the earth even to the
other end of the earth; they shall not be mourned,
nor gathered, nor buried. They shall be as dung on
the ground. Howl, you shepherds, and cry…” (vs 3134). I guess! It’s going to be quite a day!

Graham had previously announced that he
also believed that men could be saved
apart from Christ.
Acts 4:12: “And there is no salvation in any other,
for neither is there another name under heaven
which has been given among men, by which we
must [obligatory] be saved.”

In this end-time, Satan is involved in a very
profound way. Revelation 9:2: “And he opened the
bottomless abyss; and there went up smoke from the
pit, like the smoke of a great furnace…” These are
not the steel mills of a revised Germany. These are
demons coming out of the abyss. So, there’s going to
come a time, because those angels of Satan the devil
are in a place of restraint (2-Pet. 2:4) called
‘Tartarus,’ which is the abyss. He opened the abyss
and let them out, and the sun and the air were
darkened by the smoke from the pit.

Revelation 16:13: “Then I saw three unclean
spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the
dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast, and out of
the mouth of the false prophet.”
•
•
•

Verse 11: “And they have over them a king,
the angel of the abyss; his name in Hebrew is
Abaddon, but the name he has in Greek is
Apollyon”—which are two names for Satan.

Rev. 17—the whole thing is about Satan’s
system.
Rev. 18—the judgment on it
Rev. 20—Satan is bound in the bottomless
pit

Satan and these worldwide activities are going handin-hand. We can identify these just by this
knowledge, if we properly put the Scriptures
together and pay attention.

Revelation 11:7—the two witnesses: “And
when they have completed their testimony, the beast
who ascends out of the abyss will make war against
them, and will overcome them, and will kill them.”

Luke 4:5: “Then the devil led Him up into a
high mountain and showed Him all the kingdoms
of the world in a moment of time. And the devil
said to Him, ‘I will give You all this authority, and
the glory of them all; for it has been delivered to me,
and I give it to whomever I desire. Therefore, if You
will worship me in my presence, all things shall be
Yours’” (vs 5-7).

We’ve already covered Rev. 12; let’s come
to Revelation 13:2: “…and the dragon gave him his
power, and his throne and great authority….
Verse 4: “And they worshiped the dragon…”
That’s what we’re coming into, that’s the whole
thing with the New Age religion that’s coming.

Who are the rich?
Who are the powerful?
Who are those of the establishment that
rule the nations?
• Have the money?
• Bask in the glory of them?
They are the ones who control the ruler!
•
•
•

Remember years ago we’d watch the
campaigns of Billy Graham and all these people
come forward. We used to even talk to each other
and say, ‘Boy, if he would just preach the
commandments, he’d really be able to do
something.’ Well, here’s an article: Billy—Sheep or
Goat?

When we read Revelation 13, 17 & 18—I’ll just
summarize it for you; we have three components to
this world’s system:
1. religion—Mystery Babylon the Great
2. government—controlled by it

The reader may now compare in contrast
the above ideas from Graham’s conference
to the past record of Billy the Protestant
pope, Graham’s Gospel, and the Roman
4
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3. economics
How many of these companies are now
merging to get bigger and bigger and bigger? Then
you think about the way it used to be with the mom
and pop stores. People could make a living, be part
of the community. Any money that was spent stayed
in the community.

being re-written by the Jesuits. Did you know they
own Encyclopedia Britannica? Go to the latest one
and try to look up the Inquisition—you’ll find out.
Concerning Joe ‘Rabbi’ Lieberman: Notice
how quickly he compromised what he stood for so
he could be the vice-presidential candidate. He
believes in the trimester killing of babies, and the
only reason that they want those abortions is so they
can suck the brains out and use them for research
experiments.

You had a local bank. Any money deposited
in there was lent out to the community, and so forth.
But with all of these franchises—where does their
profit go? Does it stay in the community? No!
Example: There was this medium-sized town where
a Wal-mart decided they wanted to put in a store.
So, they put this big store and they wiped out
probably two dozen small businesses—I mean, just
BAM!—because they couldn’t compete. Guess
where most of the owners ended up working? Walmart! For a little more than minimum wage!

The excuse for the third trimester abortion is
that they haven’t taken their breath to justify it; if
they haven’t taken a breath they’re not a human
being, yet. Nevertheless, it’s six months, the
beginning of the trimester. John the Baptist, when he
heard the voice of Mary, leaped in the womb of
Elizabeth and was called ‘the child leaped in the
womb.’

All of the wealth went! Think about all the
money that they’re making—in the banking system,
in the business system—all together! When it talks
about economics, it’s big time! And there are also
banks that launder drug money. Do you think they’re
not going to get a hold of some of that? ‘Well, we’ll
have a war on drugs. But don’t you get my main
man.’ You can get all these small, little guys—kill
them, shoot them, lock them up, whatever you
want—because there will be a hundred behind them
to take their place, because they want the money.

Let me read a few things here from The
Conspirator’s Hierarchy: The Committee of 300 (4th
edition). When you open it up, there is a small book
with a Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution of the United States. We all think that
this is a good document. But this document, with a
little twisting and turning, has gotten us to where we
are today. So, all of these sovereignist people that
say, ‘We need to get back to the Constitution once
delivered’—the answer is: It is this kingdom of this
world and in 200 years you would be in exactly the
same place that we are today, even if you could get
back to the Constitution once delivered. We’re going
to see that you’re not going to be able to.

Not only economics but education, too, is
part of the system. Most of the newscasters are also
false prophets. They may be secular false prophets,
but they’re still false prophets. Who was it? Peter
Jennings was trying to find the real Christ; the
historic Christ. He had Jewish advisors looking for
Him. Never found Him and his conclusion was that
Jesus was an illegitimate son of a teenage woman.
What could you expect in New York City?

Conspirator’s Hierarchy: The Committee
of 300 (4th edition):
Introduction (pg vi): H.G. Wells who is the
Committee’s senior spokesman, who
frequently laid out the plans for the
Committee [of 300] for a one-world
government, new world order, and he
called it “the open conspiracy.”

However, you can read the writings of
Judaism and you can find that Christ did exist. Do
you know how? They are so vehemently against
Him, and so excoriating in their terminology against
Him. Have you ever read anything of the Talmud?
How many have read anything concerning the Code
of Jewish Law? So with their being so vehemently
against Jesus, that proves that He had to be here.
Why would you deny it so vociferously if it didn’t
occur?

That’s exactly what Quigley wrote [in Hope &
Tragedy]—right? Coleman wrote this in 1993.
The political world in the open conspiracy
must weaken, deface and supercede
existing governments.
How do you do that?
While leaving them with the appearance
that they are the same.
Any takers?

Concerning Catholics putting in Blue Laws:
When they do that and you keep Sunday then you
belong to the Sunday-keepers. The Jews were the
only ones who kept the Sabbath. The Catholics will
kill anyone who doesn’t keep Sunday, and the Jews
will kill anyone who keeps the Sabbath who’s not a
bona fide Jew. By the way, most of the history is

(go to the next track)

1. you put your people in power
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2. you create bureaucracies that can initiate
regulation with the force of law but has
never been voted upon
3. give Presidential executive orders

How can you do this without overthrowing it? By
putting on the Supreme Court judges who believe in
canon or natural law. Remember when Clarence
Thomas had his hearings. He kept talking about
natural law. Natural law is Roman Catholic canon
law! You are guilty unless you can prove yourself
innocent. Common law is you are innocent until
proven guilty. They’re shifting the burden of proof!
They’re getting people psychologized to that fact by
having a lot of these crimes come on where a person
is accused and you know he is guilty, because the
media tells you he is guilty. That’s just part of it.

How many executive orders are there on the books?
Thousands, to immediately, in an emergency, strip
you of everything!
The open conspiracy is a natural inheritor
of socialist and communist euphemisms.
Let’s not leave one child behind. Let’s make sure all
of our seniors have their Social Security. Let’s not
have one starving child in the United States. Let’s
give them all an education—and we have reform
education. If you want to know what the reform is,
the long and short is ‘we’re going to reform it to the
standards dictated by the United Nations.

The final objective is the overthrow of the
U.S. Constitution and the merging of this
country, chosen by God as His country,
with a godless, on-world, new order—
world order government.

It may be in the control of Moscow before
it is in the control of New York.
It’s in the control of New York at the U.N.
The character of the open conspiracy will
now be plainly displayed. It will be a
world religion.
Not only, that’s the starter.

In September, the United Nations is planning a
meeting where they’re going to lay down all of these
things. So, it’s big time! For those of you who are on
the Internet, get on the U.N. page and watch it! Then
it has a whole lot here about Henry Kissinger (that’ll
blow you away) but I won’t take the time to read
that.

The phrase, ‘separation of church and state’
was only found in two places: One was in a letter
that Thomas Jefferson wrote to a minister—and not
in the same way that is understood today. The only
other place that it is found is in the Constitution of
the Soviet Union—Russia today. I’m sure they still
have that.

Remember how we were all inspired when
Ronald Reagan ran for President; they had flags
there and he could really speak, and the convention
was really something! There was a very inspiring
song by Lee Greenwood: Stand up for America! We
thought Pres. Reagan is really going to change
things! He intended to; they were worried:
(pg 6): After President Ronald Reagan was
elected an important meeting was held in
Washington, D.C., in December 1980,
under the auspices of the Club of Rome...

This large, loose assimilatory mass of
groups and societies will definitely and
obviously attempt to swallow up the entire
population of the world and become a new
human community.

Isn’t it interesting: Club of Rome! So don’t count
Europe out, yet!

(pg. 1): What we did find is that people
walk in great darkness mostly not caring or
bothering to find out where their country is
headed.
Is that true? How many people don’t vote?
Formably, it will always be there for them.
This is the way the largest population
group has been manipulated to react and
their attitude plays right into their hands,
right into the hands of the secret
government [Committee of 300].

…and the Socialist International. Both of
these organizations are directly responsible
to the Committee of 300. The main agenda
was to form ways and means how to
neutralize Reagan’s presidency.
They tried assassination—that failed!
A group plan was adopted, and as we look
back, it is perfectly clear that the plan that
the plotters agreed to follow was very
successful. In order to get an idea how vast
and all pervasive is this conspiracy, it
would be appropriate at this point to name
the goals set by the Committee of 300 for
the pending conquest and control of the
world.

And isn’t that what Al Gore and George W. Bush
told everybody? We’ll be there for you. We’ll take
care of you. You don’t have to worry. Just vote for
us! Have they been programmed or not?
(pg. 3): Their final objective is the
overthrow of the U.S. Constitution.
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Well, he didn’t finish what he was going to say here.
What he should have had in here was that all of the
advisors and those who went into the Cabinet were
handpicked by the Committee of 300. He wasn’t like
Donavon, the Labor Secretary, mess up his life and
get him out of there. And another one that he had
who was going to help turn things around, they did
him in. They already had planned what they were
going to do. Listen, for this Committee of 300 to
assassinate someone is just nothing to it; they’ll do
it!

root up the brethren and bring your own agenda in
and try to do something with the fellowship of the
Christian Biblical Church of God. We’re not trying
to build an organization, but just have some small
groups where we can have peace and quite and get
together once in a while and love God and serve
God—that’s what we want.
Concerning the militia groups, that they’re
labeled green, blue and red. And that the enemies are
those who believe in the Bible and the return of
Christ—ala Janet Reno without her Harley!

There are at least 40 known branch offices
of the Committee of 300 and we shall be
listing them together with a description of
their functions.

(pg. 13): The Club of Rome is a
conspiratorial umbrella organization, a
marriage
between
Anglo-American
financiers…

That’s all in the book here. How many have seen
William Bennett? You think he’s a pretty good guy.
He wrote the Book of Virtues. Who pays his salary?
Where’s he from? The Heritage Foundation! And
that’s one of the fronts for the Committee of 300.

One thing that Satan has always done: He has
subverted Israel. Remember how he did it through
Solomon? He’s done it to Ephraim and Manasseh.
Instead of them preaching the Gospel to serve the
world, now they are serving Satan the devil and the
conspirators and bringing their plan in, and using the
resources that God has given to the descendants of
Abraham, because He promised Abraham to carry
out the work of Satan the devil. Is this an upside
down world or not?

Once this is studied, it becomes easier to
understand how one central conspiratorial
body is able to operate so successfully and
why it is that no power on earth can
withstand their onslaught against the very
foundations of a civilized, progressive
world based on freedom of the individual,
especially as declared in the United States
Constitution.

…a marriage between the Anglo-American
financiers and the old black nobility
families of Europe, particularly the socalled nobility of London, Venice and
Geneva. The key to successful control of
the world is their ability to create and
manage savage economic recessions and
eventual depressions.

And I’ll add one better: As declared by God in His
Word! That’s why Christ has to return. You think
these little mickey-mouse militias are going to
amount to anything? You think they’re going to turn
anybody back? You think they’re ever going to get
the government in their hands? No way! They’ll be
the first ones to go, because they’ve already been
infiltrated so they know everyone who’s in it.

And have we been going through that? Yes!
Remember what happened to the [stock] market just
this year? Hey, the ones who know made money
going down. They made money going up. And
sucked all of that money out the savings of the
average citizen. How many are in the market today?
How many are going into ‘day trading’? They want
the money.

Why has God scattered His Church? For the
very purpose of protecting your ‘skin’ in hopes that
you may learn from the correction that has been
given and that you draw close to Him. But also, to
protect you if you want His protection! All of the
men who are going around trying to re-create
Worldwide [Church of God] they’re going to be just
like what we read in Deut. 1; God is going to strike
them down! It isn’t going to work because it will
have to be a political compromise to do it.

The Committee of 300 looks to social
convulsions on a global scale.
Have we had any? Soviet Union, Indonesia, Burma,
all of Southern Africa, Japan, Korea, Singapore!
That’s just the last three years. The only reason we
haven’t done it is because we are being so
deceived—and willingly so—they don’t need to get
us, yet. But they will! And my advice to everybody
is: Get out of debt!

There’s no spiritual falling of God. Now you
know why I don’t get involved with them. It isn’t
that I don’t want to cooperate with them, but I tell
you what, I’ve tried to cooperate with many different
ministers only to get burned over and over again. So,
if there’s really a minister who’s really true and
serving God, fine, show that you are, you’re
welcome! But don’t anybody come in and try and

I drive and I see all these homes. Do you
know what’s happened to homes up in our area? Just
to give you an example. We bought our lot in
1977—where our house is—and it’s a 16,000 square
7
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foot lot, a third of an acre, for $13,000. I designed
the house and we had it built, and the total cost,
including the land, was $65,000. Do you know what
our house would sell for today? $600,000! But I
don’t want to sell it, because I could not replace it
for $600,000. Same thing everywhere! Of course,
there is ‘no inflation!’ No! There’s none! Alan
Greenspan tells us there’s none. Yet, they’re printing
money so fast they don’t know what to do with it.
So, one day it’s going to happen. Then it’s going to
be something else!

Revelation 17:17 “For God has put into their hearts
to do His will, and to act with one accord, and to
give their kingdom to the beast until the words of
God have been fulfilled.”
1. To establish a New World Order with a
unified church and monetary system
under their direction. Not many people
are aware that the one-world
government began setting up its church
in the 1920s and 30s.
Starting with Billy Sunday! You go back and pay
attention to what I covered concerning all the
admissions by the Protestant and Catholic Churches.
When did most of admissions concerning the
Sabbath take place? At the end of the 19th Century
and the beginning of the 20th Century! And I think
God gave them an overwhelming witness that the
seventh day is the Sabbath of God and the day they
ought to keep, and they all turned their back on it
knowingly! That set the stage because they
knowingly turned their back on it for this to begin
happening in the 1920s and 30s, and now look at it
today.
2. To bring about the utter destruction of
all national identity and national pride.
In a graduation at Stanford, Kofi Annan, the
Secretary General of the United Nations, gave a
commencement speech and the one who was the
valedictorian stood up and said, ‘I am a citizen of the
world.’ That’s what they’re teaching in all the low
grades! All the way through! The famous book that
‘all the little kiddies ought to read’ is Harry Potter,
which teaches them to kill and maim and cut and
boil and become cannibals. That is Baalism! The
priests of Baal were called cani-bals!

I’m going to read their goals. How many
have read the book Protocols of the Meetings of the
Learned Elders of Zion? by Victor E. Marsden If
you have not read it, you can get a PDF download
online. The first thing a Jew is going to say is ‘antiSemitism.’ Let them say it. The proof is in the
pudding, which is this; you get it and read
everything in there from this point of view—and this
is going way back over a hundred years ago: Is it
happening today or not? If it is happening according
to their plan, then they are doing it. It’s not just the
Jews, because the Catholics are very smart. They
want to pin everything that’s being done on the
Jews, so when it comes down they can go after the
Jews again, to save the world from the Jews. Get
that book and read it.
I know the first time I heard about a world
conspiracy, in 1966,. I heard on 33 rpm record
telling about the Illuminati. I could hardly wait! We
went to the Feast of Tabernacles that year and, at
that time, Ted Armstrong always took my wife and I
out to dinner when he would come in, because
Delores used to baby-sit for him all the time. So, I
told him about the conspiracy. He said, ‘Aw, no,
don’t you believe any of that stuff! No!’ I thought,
he’s God’s minister, I’d better listen to him. I
thought, on the other hand—I wasn’t rebellious—
‘Okay, I’m just going to watch and see if these
things take place.’ So, I was a ‘bad boy’ back then.
Hold on to your seats!
One of the goals of the super-elite
groups—the inheritors of the Illuminati,
the cult of Dionysus, the cult of Isis,
Catharsisim, Bogomilism—the elite group
also calls itself ‘the Olympians.’ They
truly believe they are equal in power and
status to the legendary gods of Olympus,
who have like Lucifer, their god, set
themselves our true God.
Absolutely true!
They
have
been
charged
with
implementing the following divine right.

3. To engineer and bring about the
destruction of religion, and more
specifically the Christian religion.
Why do you think Deepak Chopra’s book How To
Know God became a best seller instantly? And Alan
Dershowitz’s book about the Genesis of Justice
became a #1 book—selling millions? Because that’s
what it’s promoting! Do you think they’d put out my
Passover book—The Christian Passover—and
recommend it?
4. To establish the ability to control each
and every person through means of
mind-control and what Brzezinski called
techtronics—which
would
create
human-like robots and a system of
terror.
5. To bring to an end all existing
industrialization and production of
nuclear generated electrical power.
‘You only produce what we say you can.’

There is a glimmer of truth in what they are saying,
but not from the point of view that they are saying it.
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6. To encourage and eventually legalize the
use of drugs and make pornography an
art form.

we break-up here in America. Let’s put our thinking
caps on!
…and by means of starvation…
Have they done this in Africa?

It’s already done! Even the so-called ‘best’
movies that you might want to watch has
pornography in it, one way or the other. So bad that I
went into Knob Hill to buy some stuff, and I’m
coming up to the checkout counter and here’s
McCall’s Magazine with a little cover over the front
bottom two-thirds of it. Well, it was hiding the
pornography right on the front cover of McCall’s
Magazine! If you want to know who’s really being
brainwashed, men and women, you look at all of the
women’s magazines—what are they doing? The stuff
is unreal! It’s there!

…and disease in Third Word countries—the
death of 3-billion people by the year 2020.
10. To weaken the moral fiber of a nation
and demoralize workers in the labor
class by creating mass unemployment.
11. To keep people everywhere from
deciding their own destinies by means
of one created crisis after another, and
then managing each such crisis.
Has this happened? How many right here in this
room have had a job change because something
happened in your industry? About 4 out of 22—so
that’s about 25%.

7. To bring about de-population of large
cities, according to a trial run carried
out by the Pol Pot Regime in
Cambodia.

12. To introduce new cults and continue
to boost those already functioning
which give rock music gangsters, such
as filthy degenerate Mick Jagger’s
Rolling Stones, and a gangster group
much like the European Black
Nobility and all the Trava Stockcreated rock music which began with
the Beatles.

That will come later. When there are riots in the
street then they’ll start rolling the heads. Where does
it say that ‘heads are going roll’ and against whom?
Rev. 20: beheaded for the witness of Christ! One of
the way to destroy the mind and emotion is to get
people’s minds on sex and get it started at the
earliest age possible for which the vaccination for
hepatitis-B is being forced upon all children and
they know it’s a sexually transmitted disease, so they
can have nice young teens coming up to become
homosexuals. That’s why! No other reason! None!

Why did they call them ‘Beatles’? The lucky charm
of Egypt was a scarab—a beetle! Ed Sullivan went
over to Trava Stock and was fully briefed by the
people of the Committee of 300 on how to introduce
the Beatles. Did it work? How about all the others?
How about MTV? Some people went in there and
try to get MTV to cut back on it because they were
affecting the teenagers. They said. ‘We don’t affect
them, we own them!’

8. Suppress all scientific development
except for those deemed beneficial by
the Committee [of 300].
Remember the car that would get 80 miles to the
gallon? What happened to it? They bought the patent
out! If the guy wouldn’t give it up willingly, he
would meet an untimely death! A cement truck
would meet his car! ‘My, pity, the driver was
negligent!’ (I’m being sarcastic here!)

13. To continue to build up the cult of
‘Christian’
fundamentalism—that
began by the British East India
Company—and also to strengthen the
state of Israel by identifying with the
Jews the theory of ‘God’s chosen
people.’ Then the very substantial
donated moneys they mistakenly
believe is a religious cause in the
furtherance of Christianity.
Has that happened? Yes!

9. To cause, by means of limited wars in
advanced countries…
Bosnia, Kosovo—do you know what the goal in
Kosovo was? The goal in Kosovo was the world’s
largest lead mine, where they had mined lead, gold,
silver, tin and copper since the days of the Greek
Empire. They had proven reserves of lead for 1300
centuries to come. Do you know how NATO took it
over? They took over with the police action in
Kosovo! But how did they take over the mine? They
were polluting the environment! So, we are
enforcing global environmental standards and the
manager has been fired, and now the NATO
administration runs it. Think what that means in case

14. To spread the religious cults such as
Muslim
Brotherhood,
Muslim
fundamentalist and sheiks and so forth.
15. To export religious liberation ideas
around the world so as to undermine
all existing religions, but more
especially the Christian religion.
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16. To cause a total collapse of the world’s
economies and in turn gender total
political chaos.

about it! Let me clarify it here. On the series I did on
The Holy Sabbath, every one of the instances—you
can search the Bible from Genesis to Revelation, no
place will you find the enforcement of Sunday.

That’s one they’re saving for introducing the mark
of the beast and bringing in the beast. ‘We can solve
all of this.’ Had you watched any programs on
identity theft? We can solve this, just put an
identification chip right here (hand or forehead).
It’ll be yours, it won’t work in a corpse. It’ll be so
easy. You can keep your home. You can keep your
job.

Everywhere you find only the enforcement
of the Sabbath, which is the seventh day Saturday
today. In reading all of those, the Catholics admit it,
the Episcopals admit it, the Congregationals admit it,
the Baptist admit it. At that timeframe between the
end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th
century I felt that God gave them a witness, a last
chance to really change and keep the Sabbath if they
would do it, which then set the stage for the 1920s
and 30s to then turn them over to the infiltration of
the subversion of the churches. That’s what I meant
by it. It wasn’t the United States government that
had anything to do with that. These are just the
churches. But it was a profound thing that happened
at that time.
Now look at it a hundred years later! They
knew and rejected the Truth. And when you know
and reject the Truth, you’re in deep trouble with
God. Concerning the G-7 economic nations.
Virtually the United States and Britain run it. They
have Canada, Britain, France, Germany, United
States, Japan and Russia. They only brought them in
because Russia owes them so much, they need to
manipulate them, that’s all. Russia has no bearing or
standing with it, and the others don’t have very
much either. It’s amazing what’s being done.
I know this is not very much of a Scriptural
study, but what it does, it shows you this: You can
take a Scripture—which is the Truth of God—and
you will be amazed at how it has been fulfilled to
nth degree! That’s what’s going to happen to every
single one of these prophecies.
• When it says the ‘whole world is going to
worship the beast’—they will!
• The ‘whole world is going to worship
Satan the devil’—they will!
• And the beast is going to be given power
over ‘all nations and all kindreds and all
tongues and all languages’ and he has
‘power against the saints to make war with
them’ and to ‘overcome them.’
We are living in the age where we’re going to have
to stand up and be counted for God and that you
better believe God and you better know the Word of
God. And any of the brethren that you know that are
vacillating, fluctuating back and forth and don’t
know where to go or what to do, you get some of
this material that we have and give it to them and tell
them, ‘Wake up! Wake up from the dead!’
Remember, Satan is the ‘prince of the power
of the air.’ Let me read this to you:

17. Take control of all foreign and domestic
policies of the United States.
Have they done that? No question about it!
18. To give the fullest support of
supernatural institutions such as the
United
Nations,
International
Monetary Fund, the Bank of
International Settlements, the World
Court, and as far as possible, make
local institutions less effective by
gradually phasing them out and
bringing them under the mantel of the
United Nations.
The whole educational system in the United States
has been subverted to this already!
19.

To penetrate and subvert all
governments; work within them to
destroy the sovereign integrity of the
nation’s represented by them.
20. To operate a worldwide terrorist
operators and to cooperate with
terrorist whenever terrorist activities
take place.
And you can just think of that. You can see what
they’ve already done to Great Britain, to bring them
down, with all the bombings and things that they
have done. Think about what has happened here in
the United States: the World Trade building [note: this is
referring to the 1st bombing not 9/11] Didn’t they have the law
ready the day after the Oklahoma bombing. Bill
Clinton stood up there and said, ‘I have legislation I
am sending down to Congress right now.’ Had it
already!
21. Take control of the education in
America with the intent and purpose
to utterly destroying it.
Names names, institutions; gives instances. He could
not get this unless they wanted him to have it—
guaranteed! What this does, this shows you that only
the return of Christ will suffice.
There are many, many more things I could
read here, but I’ve covered about all I can do this
time. That is the synagogue of Satan! No question
10
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It is hardly surprising to find this kind of
research going on—that is mind control—
we have known about it since the early
1960s from the files of Trava Stock
Institute. Brzezinski was so overcome with
excitement by these experiments that he
practically told all in this technocratic era.
What is noteworthy and frightening
however, is the extent to which these
mind-control experiments have progressed
today until they are about one hundred
percent successful in altering and
controlling the human mind.
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Concerning the technique of influencing
the human mind and thereby changing
perceptions and even firmly rooted beliefs
and ideas.
We’ve seen that happen, too—haven’t we?
The subject receives subliminal command
messages. The white noise or music…
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That’s why they have background music wherever
you go. And, if you need music all the time,
constantly, stop and consider: Are you brainwashed?
In other words, if you can’t use your mind and
control your mind and you have to always have it
massaged by music—do you really use your mind?
Just think on that.

Deuteronomy 1
Revelation 16, 6
2 Peter 2:4
Revelation 18, 20
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The white noise or music does not travel
through the neuro-system but via bone
conduction. The vehicle used is very low
frequency infra-sound. There are no
acoustical barriers against this type of
transmission and only total body protection
will restrict the message. The subliminal
message bypasses the conscious level and
the results are almost instantaneous.

by Dr. John Coleman
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Hope and Tragedy by Dr. Carroll Quigley
Code of Jewish Law by Solomon Ganzfried & Hyman
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Book of Virtues by William Bennett
The Protocols of the Meetings of the Learned
Elders by Victor E. Marsden (PDF online)
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That’s why we have everybody so apathetic. That’s
why he can put out this book and no one is
responding. He mentions in here how they have
controlled Congress and the White House since
Woodrow Wilson. How many have wondered about
the polls?—CNN poll, Gallop poll, all those polls.
They’re rigged! They come out through the
Research Analysis Corp. Remember how quickly
they get these polls out. Were they able to get all the
American people and the Congress to not finalize the
impeachment of Bill Clinton? Yes, by that very
message; by that very way!
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You just have to understand that public
opinion is shaped the way the conspirators want and
CNN, CBS, ABC, NBC, they’re all shaped that way.
Then you have the whole psychology that everybody
is to get along and not criticize anybody else. That’s
to dumb deviance down.
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